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I am not ashamed to admit that I have been a true miss magazine reader for years. I read with 14 (apparently). For me, as for some of my friends, mothers of this age do not really want to buy this magazine. You're a lady here, she told me. But he bought it anyway. And all these purchases, subscriptions, etc. have continued to this day. And then a month
ago, the news spread that the panel team working for the 20th anniversary did not meet the wishes and wishes of the campaign participants, so it should change the format of the magazine and adapt it to the audience to which the magazine was originally intended. The ladies team decided it was time to pull out their own ways and walk away. All. Therefore,
shareholders had to look for new people, designers, layouts, specialists, etc., and within 25 days to hold a new Panel. When this news spread, by the way, Facebook was not alone, happy with the changes. I can even quote: Since I have been working in the media for ten years, such finger-breaking pranks are very annoying. And I had to deal with the
interlocutors several times, who said that not what they meant, it was that I understood them or threatened the courts at all. The only problem is that we never went to the courts because I wrote what they told me, but I tried to keep in mind the other side or the opposition. And who, for singing about yourself, is a good chant of another from the country?
They're just trying to yell at each other. Yes, here. Miss I appreciated the stories of spicy fish, on topics that allowed the magazine to read rather than translate, from A to J. For interesting characters, for cranks who are actually interesting in one way or another, strange, unconventional people, and not otherwise the media is terribly favorite chickens and
chickens. I read it because Miss wasn't afraid to go to the depths of the village, she wasn't afraid to do good deeds, she wasn't afraid of hard and sensitive stories, and the photos were always another separate story. And I adored the comments in brackets. You could say there was a magazine of antipathy. Naturally. And tadaaaaaaaaaam. A new Lady has
come out. Refreshed, wrote a new team on the cover. I bought it, I didn't get hurt. I wanted to try what the refurbished magazine was with. Already in the introduction, the new editor talked about the prom and how important they are now (There used to be a letter from Jurga, which I believe I don't like alone). And, translating one page after another, I realized
that the new audience of the Ladies are girls aged 16-19 years, who live on Instagram after the stars who promote their future, for whom it is not only that the most important thing that put it through the prom, but also where to find work for the summer. I don't hide the characters and those that are interesting, but you read the texts, and you see that they are
not finished, as if without beginning and end. It seems that the journalist was not interested, or that he could not fork out for his hero. And everywhere star, fashion, word cover in content even three times. Reading includes the same feeling when you listen to some emptiness, crying for mis-bought nail polish or rejoicing that you managed very well while
selling shopping. It seems that with every page that opens, I want to snush, Oh, that's your problem. And when you see a column called Money, it seems that there is not much left to turn Miss into a magazine that says everything from A to I about where to choose prom dresses, how to make hairstyles, handle nails and draw porous, what are the best ones,
the best shoes, the most fashionable sweaters, and the most beautiful boys on which beach is best to burn socks, etc. . The magazine can be good (no matter that I no longer buy it, because it just became uninteresting for me), but the editor should be strong and view every page three times, and the story of a journalist who could not talk to the interlocutor
and layer upon layer to grind it like a bow, send to the interlocutor again and again, until the texts, stories, stories turn into not bearable but very good. I can only be glad that the next day when, after converting a third of the Lady, I sighed and took Cosmopolitan lying next to him, and when I was trailing over everything, I can't remember a single item, no one
galvon stuck to the sentence. Is it any wonder that when I saw the old Miss team released happy 365 magazine, I searched its stores for two days? Even the most expensive I made you go to a couple of shops so I could look for him. I read the magazine from A to J. Even during a trip to Switzerland I took it to read. And when I read lunch and a colleague
asked me to give me a drive, I said I didn't buy it for lunch to share something. The appearance of the magazine has changed, but the drawing is still recognizable. Sharp stories of fish, interesting themes - more than ever. And instead of End at the end of the texts, Happy End. All in all, the feeling is that the content of the magazine is bigger than ever. And
different. And all this is united by a common note of what happiness is for you. There were times when I pulled my nose out because I was crushed, there were places when I was breathing, there were things I was going to take part in reading and following lists. And where else are those heart-sweet photo shoots with a crazy and compositions, even cars that
I found! Who didn't like it? Realistically, there is only one thing that the media doesn't like in general. This is the so-called content advertising. You start reading a text or list and you see that another is sold and you read the purest advertisement. What is written in Miss in happy style 365 is still advertising. But if there's something to put up with here, so I have
a monthly favorite magazine, let it be. Can I say that Happy 365 is better than the refurbished Miss? If I were a hurt lady, I'd say yes. But the truth is that both magazines are radically different. And if you're as old a miss reader as I am, new ones in your hands don't deserve to be taken. Your magazine, like mine, is now called Happy 365. New Publications Gift
Subscription Magazines Newspapers Electronic Publications Other publications -All topics - Auto and the motto Ecology Economy, Finance Photography Nature, Animal Beauty, Fashion Interior, Design, Construction, Architecture for Youth Travel, Geography Comics Computing Crossword Food Science, Technology for Women's Music, Art, Culture
Psychology Craft Religion Garden, Garden Sports Health Family Foreign Children's Business, Economics Social, Political Men G.G. Pear, which was recently awarded the I.Ivanauskaite Award, posted on Instagram and Facebook When she contacted G.Grusite in 15 minutes, she said that she did not see her in the hands of the new number Happy 365, but
friends had already sent her a photo and showed similarities. Sigismund Gedvila / 15min photo / Gabia Grushaite According to G. Grusite, the authors of the cover of her book - Indonesian duo The Taable. With the illustrators G. Grusite publishing house Lapas signed a contract and paid a significant sum of money for the photo, which, according to the writer,
very much liked G. Grusite. She said she guessed that Happy 365 just took a picture of her book cover from the Internet and processed it. No permission has been received, as far as I know, from the authors or from us (...). I do not think that art would have been sold in the same country, on the cover of the magazine, and without telling us, said G.Grusite.
Photo: Ronaldo Buocio/The cover of the book It's just a testament to the disrespect for the authors in Lithuania. (...) I think artists need to be respected for their work, and they have to pay. This should not just be an illustration taken from the Internet. Because it's the same illustration, only the egg has cream, the writer added. G. Grusite said that she intends
to consult with the publishing house on how to proceed, and will wait for explanations from representatives of the magazine. Shortly after a 15-minute conversation with the writer G. Grushaite, the author of the cover of Happy 365 - the famous photographer Algis Krisicinas - appeared in comments on Facebook. He announced that he wanted to make an
interpretation of the Indonesian illustration with his drawing cover. I'm the culprit. I painted a picture, eggs and feet of dietary interpretation - this is what the whole picture is, writes A. Krishinas, adding the full picture he thought he had painted. A. Krishianas commented on Facebook/Algio Krishitanas downloaded the full picture of G.Grusite, asked if he had
used foreign illustrations in the painting, A. Krishitananas admitted that he had actually used it. He said that this illustration had previously been used as a book cover in Lithuania. Yes, I was very inspired by the idea of a doll under the eggs, so I wanted to make an interpretation of it. Yes, I'm guilty - I didn't know it was the cover of your book, I really didn't
want anything wrong. I openly confess - I feel wrong, A. Krisicnas wrote, adding a sad smile. He later added a sincere apology for what he had done so stupidly. I did it. happy 365 zurnalas pdf. happy 365 mag zurnalas
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